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How calves are planned for and then managed prior to being
marketed continue to play a great role in the price received on
marketing day. In this article, Mike John reminds that a number
of factors can affect the value of a feeder calf in our marketing
system.

John currently serves as the director of MFAHealth Track Oper-
ations. The MFAHealth Track® Beef Alliance is a leading Vac 45,
ASV-certified preconditioning program that identifies and prop-
erly conditions calves so they meet the demands of cattle buyers.
Since 2001, Health Track has enrolled 400,000 head of calves, uti-
lizing the integrity of EID-based records.

John is also actively involved in the management of his family’s
commercial cow-calf and retained ownership enterprise, John
Ranch, Inc., near Huntsville, Mo., and has been extremely active
in industry leadership roles, being named president of the National
Cattlemen’s Beef Association in 2006.

He has been quoted as saying, “We’re not in the cattle business,
we’re in the food business. Many of the things we need to do are
things all of us should have been doing all along: using better ge-
netics, tightening calving seasons, taking better care of health and
nutrition.”
The proceedings presented here are from his presentation,

Adding Value to a Weaned Calf Marketing System, at the 2010 Beef
Improvement Federation (BIF) symposium held in Columbia, Mo.

There has been much debate regarding the profitability of
preconditioning calves. The debate seems to be similar to the
one surrounding creep feeding and the question is always,
“Does it pay?” My answer to those questions has always been,
“Well, that depends.”

It sounds like a cop-out, but here are the factors I think it de-
pends on, based on experiences from our own operation and from
400,000 head through the MFAHealth Track program: season, ge-
netics, critical mass, health, condition, shrink and, finally, actually
capturing any marketing program premiums.

Season
In recent history in the Midwest USA, barring some exceptional

corn price fluctuation, I would argue that the best you can do is to
market an 850 pound steer around August 15. From then until the
end of the year, the price spreads between 500 and 900 pounds
(lbs.) are narrow to negligible. Since feed cost trends downward
through summer and, many times through new crop corn harvest,
this tells me that the ability to profit from added weight on spring
born calves should be significant.

Capturing More Feeder Calf Value
Looking to reap more value from feeder calves? Multiple factors need consideration,
starting with genetics, nutrition and management.
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Genetics
Calves that are bred to perform well in feedlots will also do well

in a preconditioning program. Crossbreeding with bulls that have
some frame and muscle, as well as feed efficiency and weaning
growth accuracies, should pay off in this type of program. The
more consistent a group of calves are, the easier they are to feed.
In other words, genetic similarity and a 60 day calving period are
worthwhile goals.

Critical Mass
Since the average herd size in most of the country is less than

40 head, people tend to turn a deaf ear to this discussion, even
though we all know that a large draft size or truckload quantity in-
crease efficiency and garner higher prices. Backgrounders figured
this one out decades ago.

Tighter calving periods, combining producers (marketing efforts)
and preconditioning programs that allow pooling are some of the
options available to anyone looking to capture more market value.

Health
Although I didn’t put this one first, it doesn’t mean it isn’t ex-

tremely important in a preconditioning program. We have kept
records of Health Track calves that get sick during the 45 day pre-
conditioning period. In our dataset, morbidity ranges from 0.35%
to nearly 5% based more on when the vaccinations are given, than
on what brand.

Using a modified live vaccine (MLV) four- or five-way pre-
weaning as a first round provides the absolute best protection. Ad-
equate nutrition plays a key role in developing immunity.

Condition
In the last 10 years I have worked with Health Track, there has

been a significant change in the type of condition most buyers are
looking for. “Thin” and “fleshy” are both negative terms now.

The right genetics can provide calves that can gain well and still
not get fleshy. Medium fleshed calves that have frame and muscle
will perform well and stay healthy. It’s as simple as that. Maximiz-
ing weight gain into the appropriate season’s market without get-
ting them too fleshy is the best advice you’ll get.

Shrink
Is it the opposite of compensatory gain? Maybe, but it can also

be a harbinger of health wrecks. If you do the math, a 5% shrink on

“Apreconditioned calf that stays healthy is your reputation.”
These words of wisdom are from seasoned feeder calf buyer
WillardWolf, an associate of Crossroads Cattle Co., based in
Spokane,Wash.

Wolf, a lifelong marketer who has worked with both com-
mercial and seedstock operators during his tenure in the live-
stock business, advises: “The big reason to precondition is not
because you’ll make more money. It’s so you don’t run out of
people to buy your calves.”

Calves that are uniform, healthy, and remain healthy exhibit
predictable performance and develop a good reputation for their
owners. Those that get sick and poorly perform also develop a
reputation for their owners, but not necessarily the right kind.

That’s because the health status of cattle on feed has a major
impact on performance and profit, something the landmark
Ranch to Rail program proved time and again to participating
producers and the industry.

“Guys are missing the boat by not preconditioning and saying
‘it’s too expensive,’”Wolf comments, because sick calves elimi-
nate buyers. He explains that people talk and reputations of
poorly performing cattle easily spread. Veterinarians and nutri-
tionists who consult in the Northwest may visit a number of
backgrounding lots and feedlots not only in that region, but also
in theMidwest.

So, even if a producer sells calves to one guy this year and a
different guy next year, these people still knowwho the sick cat-
tle belong to, he explains.

If a feeder does experience problem calves, it can easily cost
at least five cents under market the next time, he reports. These
days, calves without shots are discounted, while calves that have
had some shots are just at par while healthy, well vaccinated
calves are typically worth a premium.

If you figure weaning/preconditioning on a 600 pound calf at
five cents a pound or $30,Wolf says, “In the long haul it pays
for itself and then some because it pays for your reputation. If
the cattle do well, buyers will be back.”

He also points out that it doesn’t matter if you sell steers, bulls
or replacement females. “A lot of performance in cattle
is due to health; it’s not just strictly
genetics.”

And sick steers typically don’t grade well, another factor the
Ranch to Rail program proved in its summaries. The steers that
became sick on feed incurred additional medicine costs, gener-
ally gained less, were less efficient and graded lower.

Wolf also advises that cow-calf producers protect the integrity
of their product by passing on the health history of their calves
to buyers or people who represent their cattle to buyers. This
can be especially important if cattle come from a known Red-
water or selenium deficient area, for example, and need revacci-
nated for these conditions at the feedlot.

In his lifelong career in the cattle business,Wolf has encoun-
tered scenarios like these and knows for certain that, as the next
segment in line, feeders are looking for good feeding experi-
ences, not problem cattle.

And this is why he reminds, “Your cattle are your reputation
in the business.”

Stake Your Reputation on Health



a 500 lb. calf is 25 lbs. At $1.25/lb., that’s $31.25. If you can save
that much shrink, you can save that much money per head.

Preconditioned calves shrink less than bawling calves; it is a fact
and easy to understand. If you don’t believe me, go to an auction
and watch the behavior of both groups.

Value-Added Market Access
There are many practices that, if they are properly documented,

provide access to market premiums. Notice I said, “access.” There
are no guarantees. We all know that the last person with their hand
in the air gets the cattle and the price is only based on that.

There are well documented premiums for age and source verified
(ASV) cattle, but back verification is proof that cow-calf producers
don’t always capture it.

Weaned, Vaccinated, Vac 45, Process Verified, Natural, NHTC,
Organic are all examples of value-added processes. There is a cost
to all of them, and you have to determine if you have any chance in
your marketing scheme to capture enough premium to pay it.

I will summarize this way: weaning and vaccinating, and maxi-
mizing weight gain into the appropriate season’s market without
getting them too fleshy, is still the best advice you’ll receive.

MFA Inc. is a Midwest-based regional farm supply and market-
ing cooperative headquartered in Columbia, Mo. It serves more
than 45,000 farmer/owners in Missouri and adjacent states. For fur-
ther information on the MFAHealth Track Beef Alliance, visit
www.mfahealthtrack.com or call 1-888-514-2333.
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